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The Hollywood Talent Manager Wendy Alane Wright shares insider information for hopefuls who

want to break into Show Business. Actors who have learned the techniques in â€œSecrets Of A

Hollywood Talent Managerâ€• and implemented them into their careers have booked feature films,

pilots, short films, web series, indies and have signed with commerical and theatrical agents,

booked national commercials and increased their income. â€œSecrets Of A Hollywood Talent

Managerâ€• helps actors become confident, develop a plan of action and feel empowered because

they know who they are, how they fit in the industry, and how this business really works. They are

building lasting and substantial relationships with casting directors, agents and getting auditions in a

mulititude of ways. Actor ReviewsWendy I am following your direction 100%. It helps more than

anything I've ever come across and I don't think I'll ever be able to show my full gratitude. I just

landed a leading role in a short film for team that will be participating in a large film festival in my

area! I have such high hopes for my future all because of you! You're the best Wendy - Sage

BalcomWendy, You were pointed out by a friend of mine who is an Agent. And I am so thankful he

did. Succinct and to the point and the information is the honest truth. - Steph Van Vlack"I loved the

book!! Wendy I am so happy you wrote this....honestly...I would've been winging it....and wasted so

much money, time, and probably doing circles!! Your e-book gave me the confidence and tools I

needed to move forward in making my dream a reality. Thank You!!!!!!- "-Diana Izarry"Wendy, I

have to say that I am a fool no more. It's amazing what being educated can do for a person. You

have given me the general outline of what I need to do to start my career and I feel so empowered.

Now I know I can make my dream happen because I know the steps I have to take. Thank you very

much. To Everyone reading this - I bought this book and my God it changed my life! The information

Wendy gives in this book is worth thousands. Buy It Now. Get Ahead." Cherry-Jane

Bruce-Baumgarten, LondonWendy, You can't be for real! I am thrilled with your endless endeavor

and drive to share your knowledge with actors around the world. Your book "Secrets Of A

Hollywood Talent Manager" has already helped me tremendously to prepare for my move to LA

from Stuttgart, Germany, I can't thank you enough. Like you say in the book, I definitely feel that you

are a part of my team. - Patrick J. Thomas"Hi Wendy, I just wanted to thank you for your e-book. I

have such a better understanding of what is to come and what is expected of both my child and

myself. Avery has gone through 2 of the 3 stages at landing a talent agent. That is because of your

expert advice!! We go next week for a face to face meet! We are super stoked and we truly

appreciate you and your passion for helping pass along advice to the "newbies"!!! Thanks again

Tara And Avery:)"Your advice has made it so much easier to understand areas of the business.



Thank you so much again, you have made it that much easier for me to pursue my dream." - Dwight

Matthews
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absolute gold , since reading this book, most of her recommended reading list , and putting the

action to the words... I have found and agent and am working very hard ... This author is priceless....

Thank you Wendy... Your awesome

This book is amazing easy to read, easy to understand and to memorize!! The information is critical

to achieving success in the show business and it's highly recommended to read her book for those

serious about approaching the acting business and start take it seriously!! What I love about this

book is not only just the information that she gives but also how Wendy is writing it you can really

tell that she's a generous kind hearted soul she writes it from her point of view and previous

experience from many other "actors" who didn't know a damn thing about what they were doing and

mistakes others make and these mistakes keeps repeating themselves and are sooo common it

really opens up your mind, To guide the reader to not repeat someone else's mistakes!! I'm not one



of those persons who thinks everything comes easy in life but I could familiarize myself with the

book and adapt it to my own experiences it's really a powerful book that is not too thick and boring

but insightful, funny, full of critical info and is also written from a professionals view it's like a

personal plan with steps and how to guides it's so easy to understand I feel like I know LA already

without ever being there!! But I must give a warning: highly addictive I've read it TWO times in TWO

days!! I've printed it out and bringing it with me when moving to THE CITY LA . Don't wait go get this

book and do your career and yourself a favor!!Peace!!

I recently discovered Wendy's book, and I could not put it down until I read it cover to cover. It is the

most condensed, current and informative guide on acting in the market place today. Her book

contains thousands of dollars of information that I spent learning on my own from showcasing and

networking through my years in the industry. After reading Wendy's book, I know have an updated

game plan and strategy for increasing my booking ratio. I hope actors who are new to the industry

realize what a valuable resource your novel is. It is also a treat and a refresher for seasoned

professionals who are adapting their acting careers to our constantly changing digital world. A must

read for those who are serious about having a career as an actor!

How can one quantify in words the value of sometime that has the payoff potential of the Power Ball

Lottery Game? Something which for the price of three five dollar lottery tickets produces better odds

of success because you become the proverbial "House". Everybody knows that the house is more

likely to win because the house has the inside information. Well, I discovered that rolling the dice in

Hollywood becomes so much easier when we have a secret telling talent manager in our pockets.

And that talent manager, Wendy Alane Wright, is singing volumes to the tune of 101 pages and 22

chapters of some of the most detailed and priceless information on how to build yourself into a

successful business entrepreneur as an actor or singer in her eBook, "How to Break Into Show

Business: Secrets Of A Hollywood Manager". This book is the instruction manual that I wish I had

when I first arrived in Hollywood, high on motivation and empty on knowledge. Wendy's eBook gives

complete how to information to that waiter or security guard who has big aspirations but who on the

inside is afraid and lonely because they don't know what a head shot is or how and where to get

them. Wendy explains how to start small with social media and networking while studying the trade.

She tells you where to find legitimate classes, photographers, how to build a demo reel without the

pressure of trying to gain footage by booking a professional acting job before you are ready. I could

go on and on about the value of this book, but I think that I've made my point. Frankly, it is difficult



for me to figure out why Wendy invested so much time and research into writing this incredible book

and then partially giving it away. I am so happy that she did so, because Secrets of A Hollywood

Talent Manager is a must read for the newbie and the old salt alike.

If you like spending time wisely, then this book is for you. If you like having a map when you travel,

this is your book. If you enjoy having someone with experience give you advice, then read away. If

you want a book that is easy to read and understand..here you go. If you want help with motivation,

you can have it. If you desire to learn your craft, know what to do and say to land an agent, or if you

want to achieve success in the pursuit of this crazy life we call show business, then it can be had. I

have not only followed Wendy's advice found on the pages of her book, but worked with her

personally. Coming from out of town, I was very lost, not only on the freeways, but how to approach

and navigate show business, having found at arrival, such a vast variety of doors and options. I truly

needed a very comprehensive and step by step approach, to keep me from complete mayhem, with

Wendy providing that daily guidance, coupled with timely empathy and her genuine desire for my

success, the path became so much more maneuverable. Put this book in your glove compartment,

keep it in your back pocket, follow it's outline and you will not only succeed, but avoid so many of

the pitfalls that slow down your progress for that success. For those who really desire a plan, Wendy

has no "Secrets" she isn't willing to share. Thank you Wendy Alane Wright.
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